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Chapterr 10 

Asymmetricc Mass Accretion in the 
Magneticc Cataclysmic Variable 
REE 1149+28 

S.. B. Howell, M. S. Sirk, R. Malina, J. P. D. Mittaz, and K. Mason 
Astrophys.Astrophys. J. 1995, 439, 991 

A B S T R A C T T 

Wee present the first deta i led ex t reme ul traviolet pho tomet r ic observat ions of a magnet ic 

catac lysmicc var iable. Our two EUVEobservations of the AM Her s tar REl 149+28 were ob-

ta inedd about one year apa rt and show light curve var iat ions on orbi tal to yearly time1 scales, 

ass well as long- term mean flux level changes of a factor of two. T he pho tomet r ic da ta show 

aa persistent ingress EUV enhancement which lasts ~ 0.04 in phase. We a t t r i bu te this in a 

regionn of 103 km in ex tent at the accret ion impact si te, on or very near the surface of the 

whi tee dwarf p r imary. Our observat ions of REl 149+28 are consistent with a relatively low 

systemm incl inat ion and prov ide a best fi t orbi tal period of 90.14 i O . O lo minutes. 

10.11 Introduction 

REll  149 + 28 was discovered by the HOS AT sated it e dur ing its EUV all-sky survey. This 

survey,, conducted between 1990 August and 1991 January, was m a de in two bandpasses 
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centeredd at 1 (JO A (Si A) and 160 A (S2A). A follow-up s tudy by Mi t taz tl «/. (1992) 

revealedd that HFI L 19+28 was likely to have an orbi tal per iod of 90 or 100 minutes and 

showedd modu la ted K\'\' flux, indicat ing emission from a single magnet ic pole for about óÜ'/i 

off  t he binary orbi t. Follow-up opt ical spectroscopy and pho tome t ry by Mi t taz it <il.  (1992) 

confirmedd an AM Her classification and were consistent wi l h the ROSA T orbi tal per iod. 

AMM Her stars are catac lysmic variables ( ( A s) in which the whi te dwarf p r imarv has a 

s t rongg magnet ic field [H ~ 10' Cj and is in synchronous rotat ion with the binary orbi t. For 

AMM Her s tars, accreted mater ial from the secondary is in te r rup ted before jt can begin to 

formm an ar r re t ion disk. As the inaler ial falls towards the whi te dwarf ( W D ) , it eventual ly 

encounterss a magnet ic energy densi ty (B'^/Hit) that locally exceeds the k inet ic energy density 

(/A(/A l) and the accreted mater ial is forced to follow the fields lines onto the WD surface, 

formingg an accret ion spot. T he location where this energy exchange occurs is called the 

coupl ingg region. From the relat ively small area of the accret ion spot, energy is released in 

thee X-ray and ex t reme ul t raviolet ( F U V) wavebands. 

Itt is believed that in the AM Her s tars, soft, X-rays ( tX 'V ) photons (~ 6 0 - 170A) come 

fromm the accret ion spot which is very near or at the surface of the wh i te dwarf itself, while 

thee hard X-rays come from the shock front located ups t ream in the accret ion co lumn, some 

d is tancee above the whi te dwarf surface. See Cropper (1990) for a review of the propert ies of 

A MM Her s tars. 

Inn this paper we discuss the first detai led pho tomet r ic observat ions of an AM Her star 

inn the EFV (soft, X-ray) band. Section 10.2 discusses the pho tomet r ic observat ions. Section 

10.33 provides detai ls on the da ta reduct ion procedures, and finally we discuss the impl icat ions 

off  these data in Section 10.4. 

10.22 £ 7 T£ Observations 

Thee Extrniu L'ltravioltt Explorer (ElA'E) is a NASA explorer class satel l i te launched 

inn J u ne 1992. Ins t rumenta t ion on board consists of an 'imaging te lescope which contains 

th reee spect rographs, t hat together cover the wavelength range from 70-700 A with resolving 

powerss of 200-100 and a dee]) survey (DS) imager. The deep survey ins t rument, which uses 

aa Lex /B filter (peak wavelength = 91 A. bandpass (/f ] = (17-178 A) , uses the same 

telescopee and is coal igned with the spect rometers. At right angles to this telescope are the 

th reee scanners that were original ly used for the El '\ 'E all-sky survey. These three telescopes 

havee various filter combina t ions and collectively provide coverage of t he en I ire spectral ranjie 

fromm 08-710 A. Detai ls of the ins t rumenta t ion are given in Bowyer and Mal ina ( 1991). 
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Ourr photometric observations of RE1149~f'28 are from a 53-hour GO observation (37% 

dutyy cycle) made in 1993 Feb (start time 23 Feb 01:19:02 GMT) and from our 117-hour (35%. 

dutyy cycle) scanner observation made in 1994 Mar (start time 08 Mar 01:56:21 GMT). This 

latterr observation was made serendipitously (Brewer 1870) just one month after RE1149+18 

wass included as part of the EUVE Right Angle Program (RAP; McDonald et al. 1994). Due 

too interstellar absorption in the hydrogen column to REl 149+28, EUV photons were only 

detectedd in the short wavelength region of the EUV spectrometer and only in the Lex/B 

filterr in the scanners ] (peak wavelength - 89 A, bandpass ] = 58-174 A). These two 

setss of photometric data currently make REl 149+28 the most observed CV in the EUV 

spectrall  range. 

Thiss paper presents our EUVE photometric results, while a companion paper (Mittaz 
etet al. 1995) reports on our EUVE spectroscopy. 

10.33 D a t a Analysis 

Figuree 10.1 shows a plot of the REl 149+28 relative orbit number and the EUV flux dis-

tributionn for our DS and RAP observations. Notice the turn-off of EUV flux from REl 149+28 

forr about one-half of each orbit, as well as the orbit to orbit flux variations. At times, these 

variationss can be as large as 50% from the mean for a given orbit, especially near flux max-

imum.. The large number of binary orbits sampled (37 orbits in the DS data and 78 in the 

RAPP data) allows for very high time resolution data binning (3 and 5 seconds for the DS, 

andd RAP data, respectively), as well as robust aliasing resolution. 

Aperturee photometry was performed on the EUVE data for both the DS and RAP 

images.. The DS data showed constant deadtime corrections, and negligible background (2.4% 

off  the total counts) over the 2.4 arcmin diameter aperture, and were ignored. Deadtimes were 

alsoo constant for the RAP observation and were ignored, but the background was significant 

andd was estimated from an annulus concentric with the 7'.5 arcmin diameter source aperture. 

Thee mean flux per time resolution sample was thus determined by the usual summing of 

thee aperture flux and subtracting the estimated background from the nearby "sky" region. 

Althoughh the total count rates in the light curves were corrected, deadtime, primbsching, 

andd vignetting corrections were not performed as they were discovered to be constant for 

eachh data set over the time of our observations. 

! REE 1149 was also detected in the scanner A A1C filter at ~ 1 counts ksec- 1. However, the observed 
countss are from an out-of-band X-ray leak and not long-wavelength photons 
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1.50 0 

Fig.. 10.1.— EWE relative flux phased on the 90.14 min period shown as a function of 

RE1149+288 orbit number. The DS data (bottom) has been normalized to the RAP data for 

presentation.. The flux intensity is a log scale which we show with a linear scaled color bar. 

Noticee the lack of EUV emission from RE1149+28 over about 50% of the orbital period as 

welll  as the rapid, fairly large variations detected from cycle to cycle. The apparent slanted 

dataa sets are due to the strong beating between the spacecraft and binary orbital periods. 
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Thee orbital period for RE1149 + 28 was determined for the DS and RAP observations 

separatelyy by simply folding a likely range of periods onto the photon arrival times and 

choosingg the resultant light curve that showed the least statistical scatter. This method 

yieldedd periods of 90.08  0.03 and 90.11  0.02 minutes for the DS and RAP data sets, 

respectively-- Changes in these periods by a few seconds in either direction caused noticeably* 

degradedd phasing, and were not consistent with our data on an orbit-by-orbit basis. The 

discrepancyy in best, fit periods for the two data sets is not surprising, since the lack of 

ann eclipse forced us to use the mid-EUV bright phase for a fiducial in the orbital period 

determination.. We have also made the usual assumptions that the white dwarf rotation and 

accretionn spot are synchronized with the rotation of the binary system. However, even with 

completee synchronization, the accretion spot may shift slightly in longitude in response to 

accretionn rate changes, resulting in apparent changes in orbital period (Beuermann tt al. 

1985). . 

Combiningg both data sets, we find they are best fit  by, and consistent with, a period of 

90.144 5 min. This period is also in agreement with the most significant peak found by 

aa power spectrum analysis. 

Thee choice of orbital phase was arbitrary. Determining the centroid of each mean 

phased-foldedd light curve with a Gaussian fit was found to be sensitive to fitting just near the 

peakk or including all the bright phase. Fitting the entire bright phase, we obtain best fit  mid-

EUVV bright times of (HJD): 7 (DS data), and 2449422.01881 7 

(RAPP data). 

Figuree 10.2 shows the final reduced phased-folded data from the DS and from the RAP 

program.. We have set the peak of each light curve to an arbitrary phase of 1.0 and used 

ourr determined orbital period. We can see immediately that these two light curves, while 

similarr in overall shape, show marked differences in detail. 

Thee DS light curve has EUV flux lasting for 55% of the stellar orbit while the RAP 

data,, taken about one year later, has EUV emission for ~ 3% less time. Both EUV light, 

curvess appear to be somewhat asymmetric but each has a unique overall shape, with the 

RAPP data showing a much faster decline (see Fig. 10.3). We note that various dips are 

seenn in both mean light curves near maximum light. These dips, approximately 10(/f-20'/? 

variationss in EUV flux, last for a phase interval of ~ 0.025, or near two minutes. One feature, 

ann enhancement of EUV flux on each ingress lasting for two to four minutes in time, seems 

too be persistent over the approximate one-year interval between data sets (see Fig. 10.3). 
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Fig.. 10.2. - EUV light curves for RE1149+28 phased on the 90.11 min period. (A) Data 

fromm the DS instrument (peak wavelength = 91 A) and (B) data from the HAP program 

(peakk wavelength = 89 A). One sigma error liars are shown. The original data with time 

resolutionn of  and 5 seconds for the DS and RAP data sets, respectively, have both been 

resampledd here to lö seconds. 
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Fig.. 10.3.— Mean EUV light curves mirror reflected about the arbitrary phase 1.0. The 
solidd line is the real data and the dotted line is the mirror reflection. Note the enhanced flux 
emissionn present in the ingress of both curves and the very asymmetric nature of the RAP 
data. . 
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1 0 . 44 D i s c u s s i o n 

Tablee 10.1 presents a s u m m a ry of the mean flux rates measured for REI 149 + 28 in the 

E l ' V .. We note that the star varies by about a factor of two on at least, year ly t ime scales. 

Thesee changes in E UV ou tput are likely a t t r i bu tab le to changes in mass accret ion rate, 

changess in accret ion spot geometry, t e m p e r a t u re changes near the accret ion spot, or some 

combinat ionn of all of these. We discuss these ideas further below. 

RE1149+288 is not an ecl ipsing sys tem, so de te rmina t ion of the sys tem incl inat ion is not 

s t ra ight forward.. However, since no opt ical eclipse is observed (M i t taz H al. 1992) simple 

geometr icc a rguments along with the assumpt ion t hat the secondary must be fillin g its Roche 

lobe,, imply a system incl inat ion (i) of < 70° (see e.g., Wade and Ward 1985). Our EWE 

observat ionss ind icate that the source of the EUV emission, the accret ion spot, is obscured 

fromm our view for ~ 50% of the t ime. In most A M Hers, the dipole axis is wi th in about 

10°° — 20° of the spin axis. Th is has the consequence that for low incl inat ion sys tems, the 

accret ionn region is a lmost always visible in par t, and emission from it is seen dur ing most of 

t hee orbi tal cycle. Thus, the sys tem incl inat ion cannot be too low (< 30°) or most likely the 

EUVV emission would occur for a larger percentage of each b inary orb i t. I t could also be the 

casee that the dipole axis is not very near to the spin axis. We thus can set weak l imit s of 

30°° < i < 70° on the system incl inat ion of R El 149+28. 

Thee source of photons in the wavelength range of our p h o t o m e t ry (—60-170 A; soft 

X-rayy to EUV) is thought to be produced very near the accret ion spot itself, essential ly on 

thee surface of the whi te dwarf (Cropper 1990). T he dips seen near EUV m a x i m um in our 

REII  149+28 light curves are s tab le th roughout the few day t ime scale of our observat ions. 

Th iss must be the case, since dips t hat occurred only on single orbi tal t ime scales would 

gett washed out in phased light curves (Fig. 10.2). These dips occur near the t ime of EUV 

fluxx m a x i m u m, which is taken to be the t ime when the EUV emission from the accret ion 

spott is emi t ted most towards the observer. The stabi l i ty of these dips, over at least a few 

Tablee 10.1: R El 149+28 Mean Count Rates" 

HOSHOS AT EWE DS R AP 

Peakk Wavelength (A) ÏÖÖ 89 91 89" 

EUVV Flux (c ts /sec) 0 .229+0.06 0.110+0.015 0.316+0.08 0.116+0.015 

Al ll  fluxes were normal ized to the EAYE all-sky survey. This was done bv using 

700 non-var iable sources common to both all-sky surveys (Fruscione 1993). Quoted 

uncer ta in t iess incorporate the sys temat ic errors in the flux values. 
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dayss period, rules out a cause due to infalling blobs near the WD itself, as typical infall 

velocitiess near the surface are quite high, approximately 3000 to 10.000 km s_ 1. The dips 

seenn in RE 11-19+28 near maximum are possibly due to accretion stream changes and might 

bee expected to last for time scales of at least a few days (Cropper 1990). The observed dips 

aree not nearly as deep as the 50% or more drops seen in the EUV' for the higher inclination 

systemss UZ For (Warren et ai 1994) and VV Pup (Szkody 1994), where the mass transfer 

streamm actually eclipses the accretion spot. 

Thee EUV enhancement seen to persist at ingress in both our data sets (Fig. 10.3) must 

havee a different origin than the dips seen near EUV maximum. This feature has lasted for 

att least one year and must come from or near the leading edge of the accretion spot, on 

thee white dwarf surface itself. As infalling material strikes the surface of the WD near a 

magneticc pole, it will have a distribution over the surface which wil l be asymmetric and will 

dependd on the dipole inclination with respect to the rotation axis, and the location of the 

couplingg region. 

Ferrarioo and Wickramasinghe (1990) discuss in detail asymmetric emitting regions that 

aree likely to be present on the white dwarf surfaces in AM Her stars Asymmetries seen 

inn phased light curves of some AM Hers prompted them to provide theoretical models of 

accretionn areas. They find that using arc-shaped emitting regions, with larger extents in 

(magnetic)) longitude than in latitude, provides good agreement with the observations. The 

arcss are elongated towards the orbital plane and ahead in phase. They found that the sizes 

off  these regions vary with magnetic field strength and the inclination of the magnetic dipole 

axis,, but are of order 1 - 3 x 103 km in longitudinal extent. 

Iff  we look in detail at our EUV data (Fig. 10.3), we notice a slight difference in the 

ingresss enhancement, between the two light curves. The DS light curve enhancement, lasts for 

aboutt 2.4 minutes (0.03 in phase), while the RAP data shows a 4.5 minute (0.05 in phase) 

excess.. These time scales are far too long to be caused by some effect related to our view 

throughh a typical 1 km thick atmosphere which would rotate out of view in a few seconds. 

Usingg the assumption that the WD rotation in an AM Her system is synchronous with 

thee orbital period, we can use our light curves to get an idea of the physical size of the 

emittingg region responsible for the ingress enhancements. Taking our derived orbital period, 

assumingg the EUV flux comes from at or near the WD surface, using a 15° spol latitude, and 

takingg /?\VD ~ 7000 km (for M\\U = 1.\/. ). we find that these ingress features correspond to 

sizess at the WD surface of 820 and 1500 km. respectively. These sizes are in good agreement 

withh the typical arc size discussed above. It is interesting to note that the approximate 

factorr of two seen in the feature sizes agrees, but is anti-correlated with, the mean EUV Hux 

observedd (Table 10.1). These regions of EUV enhancement are thus likelv to be structures 
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simi larr to those predic ted by Ferrar io and Wick ramas inghe (1990). 

Observat ionss such as the ones discussed here provide us with the first direct measure-

men tss of j ust how accret ion onto a WD actual ly occurs. In the E l ' V , we are provided with 

ann essent ial ly uncon tam ina ted view of the accret ion spot and the whi te dwarf surface near 

thatt spot. These facts, plus the var iable na tu re of REl 149+28 and other AM Hers, clearly 

war rantt further s tudy with EWE. 
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